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Resolution to the Academic Senate

Title: Political Activity Policy
Submitted by: Student Academic Policies Committee
Date: December 11, 2015

SAPC presents three resolutions to the Academic Senate.
That,

a) the university craft separate policies for students and employees on the grounds that the two groups have different relationships to the University as a nonprofit organization. Revisions to the policy should reflect the distinction between students and employees in regard to the 501c3 tax code.
   i. Resolution passes 30-0-1

b) the legal team and the university’s government liaison fully investigate the relevant legal parameters for political activity of students and employees within administrative law.
   i. Resolution passes 31-0-0

c) affirmative guidelines be developed and policies amended in light of these parameters that encourage political activity and expression by students and employees without compromising the University’s nonprofit status.
   i. Resolution passes 31-0-0